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Abstract

focus, near frontal pose, and expression, among other factors. For these images, the best reported performance was
a FRR of 0.12 at an FAR of 0.001; among the better algorithms, the FRR ranged from 0.12 to 0.38 at an FAR of
0.001 [16, 3]. Two other useful uncontrolled data sets are
Labeled Faces in the Wild [8] and the PubFig [11]. Both
include images collected from the World Wide Web without explicitly controlling for factors such as lighting, pose,
focus or expression. Error rates for recent algorithms on Labeled Faces in the Wild range around 0.20 [17] to 0.15 [11].
For the PubFig data set the best total error rate is 0.22 [11].

Recent studies show that face recognition in uncontrolled images remains a challenging problem, although the
reasons why are less clear. Changes in illumination are
one possible explanation, even though algorithms developed since the advent of the PIE and Yale B data bases
supposedly compensate for illumination variation. Edge
density has also been shown to be a strong predictor of
algorithm failure on the FRVT 2006 uncontrolled images;
recognition is harder on images with higher edge density.
This paper presents a new study that explains the edge
density effect in terms of illumination and shows that top
performing algorithms in FRVT 2006 are still sensitive to
lighting. This new study also shows that focus, originally
suggested as an explanation for the edge density effect, is
not a significant factor. The new lighting model developed
in this study can be used as a measure of face image quality.

The face recognition research community has considered a number of factors to explain what makes recognition
harder on uncontrolled data. The most common explanations involve illumination, pose and expression [14, 19, 12].
Other factors studied include age of the person, gender, expression, image resolution, and time between images [13].
Of these, changes in illumination rank high on most researcher’s list of factors making face recognition difficult.
To study the effects of changes in pose and illumination,
the CMU Pose, Illumination, and Expression (PIE) and the
Yale B data sets [19, 12] were created. In these data sets,
changes in pose and illumination are systematically varied.
Since the release of these data sets, there has been a dramatic decrease in the error rate associated with change in
illumination direction. However, up to now it has not been
possible to assess quantitatively the impact of changing illumination on data sets such as FRVT 2006 that do not explicitly control for illumination direction.

1. Introduction
Face recognition technology has made significant
progress since the early 1990’s. Current face recognition
systems are highly accurate for face images collected in studios with consistent pose, focus and lighting. The Face
Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2006 showed that it is
possible to achieve a false reject rate (FRR) of 0.008 at
a false accept rate (FAR) of 0.001 for well controlled images [16]. For many in the research community, this is now
considered to be a “solved problem”.
The FRVT 2006 also included a set of uncontrolled images taken in hallways or outside with variations in lighting,

Other face image quality measures have been proposed
that predict when algorithms will fail. In particular, Beveridge et al. [3] show that higher edge density is strongly
associated with recognition failure on the FRVT 2006 uncontrolled images. What they did not provide was a physical explanation. Is edge density reflecting changes in focus?
Is it responding to changes in illumination? Perhaps neither;
edge density could be responding to some other unidentified
aspect of the images.
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To answer these questions, this paper presents a model
for estimating illumination direction based on prior work by
Sim and Kanade [20]. It also introduces a new measure of
image focus. Finally, it presents a series of four experiments
on the same FRVT 2006 data studied in [3] that unravel the
relative importance of lighting and focus, and relate both
back to the original finding that higher edge density predicts
recognition failure.
The most significant finding is that lighting accounts for
the edge density effect. In other words, the best explanation for why edge density was previously found to be such
a strong predictor of recognition performance is that it was
indirectly capturing information about lighting. The second
most significant finding is that focus, when quantified using
a better measure, plays little or no role in making recognition easier or harder. This study represents the first time, to
our knowledge, that an illumination measure has been directly incorporated into a multi-factor study of face recognition performance on a large uncontrolled data set.

2. Motivation
Beveridge et al noted that low edge densities predict successful recognition in FRVT 2006. Looking more closely at
the data, it was noticed that high edge density was often
associated with outdoor images taken under harsh lighting,
while low edge densities were associated with more uniform lighting. Furthermore, it appeared that recognition often failed when the face was illuminated from the side by
direct sunlight. This makes sense to anyone familiar with
the algorithms, since such lighting introduces both strong
shadows and strong asymmetry.
The apparent association between strong side lighting
and recognition failure raises the question of whether lighting conditions might explain recognition performance as
well or better than edge density, while supplying a physical explanation. Telling the face recognition community
that algorithms fail for images with high edge density raises
the question of how one operationally ’controls’ edge density. An explanation in terms of how the face is illuminated
is qualitatively different and operationally more useful.
A separate lingering question concerns image focus. Reviewing the images by hand reinforced our belief that edge
density was responding to many aspects of the scene and
images. Poorly focused images did have low edge density,
but edge density clearly responds to other factors, too. From
an operational standpoint, knowing if poor focus contributes
to recognition failure is important, so the need for an effective quantitative measure of image focus persists.
In response to the questions raised by our visual inspection of the data, we have developed a lighting model and a
focus measure. These measures are described in Section 4.
Armed with these quantitative means of assessing lighting
and focus, we investigated four conjectures:

Conjecture 1 Lighting subsumes setting (i.e., indoors versus outdoors) as a predictor of performance.
Conjecture 2 Lighting subsumes edge density as a predictor of performance.
Conjecture 3 Focus explains recognition failure better
than edge density.
Conjecture 4 Focus is distinct from lighting, so recognition failure predictions using both will be better.
The basis for these conjectures is our hypothesis that edge
density and setting are poor quality measures that only indirectly relate to performance. Edge density and setting confound different aspects in which images (and hence recognition performance) may vary. In comparison, lighting and focus isolate two physical components of image quality. Ideally they should be nearly orthogonal, and they may capture nearly all of the signal inherent in the inferior measures
and perhaps additional information as well. Experiments
designed to test each of these conjectures and the interpretation of their results are presented in Section 5.

3. Background
The work presented here draws upon prior work in lighting estimation, focus estimation and performance evaluation. Prior work in each of these areas is reviewed here.

3.1. Lighting Estimation
There are many sources of variations that can confuse
a person’s identity. Illumination is one of those variations
in imagery. In fact, it has been argued that changes in illumination can make two images of the same person less
similar than two images of different people [14]. A considerable literature has been developed that addresses a variety
of techniques for estimating illumination, and in particular,
Sim and Kanade [20] were the first to employ kernel regression for illumination estimation.
The model presented in Section 4.1 also uses kernel regression and is similar in general approach to that of Sim
and Kanade. It should be noted, however, that the primary
goal of Sim and Kanade was to remove lighting artifacts.
Our goal is to estimate the lighting angle, from frontal to
side. Hence, the approaches are related, but not identical.

3.2. Focus Estimation
Krotkov proposed edge density as a measure of focus in
1989 [10]. It was compared to a number of alternatives,
and found superior. In particular, it was found to do a better job than alternative approaches that were based upon the
spectral energy signature of an image. Beveridge et al. [3]
adapted the measure slightly by restricting it to only the image region containing the face.
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3.3. Performance Evaluation
Empirical evaluation and performance evaluation have a
rich history in computer vision in general and face recognition in particular [7, 9, 21]. Over the past decade there
have been a series of empirical evaluation workshops associated with CVPR. In face recognition, there have been a
string of evaluations starting with FERET[15] and moving
through FRVT 2006 [16]. There is also increasing interest
in scenarios more closely associated with the web; see for
example the Labeled Faces in the Wild results page 1 .
Two lines of work are particularly relevant to the results
presented here. The first is that of Beveridge et al. [4, 3]
that has proposed the use of a Generalized Linear Mixed
Effect Model (GLMM) to relate a set of factors, i.e., covariates, to the probability that a face recognition algorithm
will succeed. As already discussed above, that work established that a particularly simple image measure, edge density, is strongly related to face recognition performance in
the FRVT 2006. What that work did not do was to provide,
in any substantive manner, a practical explanation of why.
The second line of closely related research includes efforts to predict the success or failure of biometric algorithms, in our case, face recognition algorithms, based on
objective quantitative information available at the time of
recognition. If one equates such measures with biometric
quality, the task is equivalent to that of predicting recognition success based upon quality. One recent good example
of such work on biometric quality is that of Grother and
Tabassi [6]. It should also be noted that prediction of recognition success may also be based upon sets of related match
scores rather than on a directly measurable property of the
biometric; an intriguing example of this approach is the recent work by Scheirer and Boult [18].
Our work below will bring together some aspects of
each approach. The starting point in the analysis will be
a GLMM comparable to that developed by Beveridge et al.
From the second line of work, we will use the model’s ability to predict success or failure as a way to assess the value
of an associated factor. The factors examined here are edge
density, focus, lighting and setting.

4. Approach
This section sets forth our new lighting estimation
model, focus measure, and the approach that will be used
to test when one covariate subsumes another.

4.1. Lighting Estimation
The illumination model is trained on the CMU-PIE [19]
imagery and is constructed to return a single number indicating the extent to which the face is being lit from the side.
1 http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/results.html

Recall that CMU-PIE has images for 68 subjects, and each
subject has 24 illumination variants. There are also images
with the room lights on and the room lights off. Here we
use only the images with room lights on.
To eliminate the identity effect, we average all 68 subjects along each illumination variant. Hence, 24 illumination variant images are used to train the lighting model.
The lighting model is defined as follows. Let µk be
the average image in illumination variant k. Kernel regression [1] is applied to estimate the lighting coefficients:
Pn
k=1 αk µk
P
(1)
x̂ =
n
k=1 αk
αk

=

exp(−

k x − µk k2
)
σ2

where x is the estimated image, n is 24 (the number of variants), and σ is 10. As Equation (1) shows, x̂ is the reconstructed lighting images from the training set.
According to the illumination cone principle [2], any image in the illumination cone can be reconstructed by a linear
combination of extreme rays given as:
x̂ = max (Bs, 0)

(2)

where B is an illumination basis, s is the lighting coefficients, and 0 is used to remove the negative values corresponding to the shadowed surface. Therefore, we obtain the
lighting coefficients as:
s = B −1 x̂

(3)

where B is the average illumination µ in our case. The dominant illumination direction is determined as:
d∗ = argmax s

(4)

and the lighting estimation γ is computed as:
γ = s(d∗ )W(d∗ )

(5)

where W is a predefined weighted vector which is [0 0 -3 -3
-2 -2 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -2 -3 -2 -1 1 1 1 0].
An example of lighting estimation is given in Figure 1.
The predefined weights correspond to the lighting directions from the CMU-PIE dataset where positive indicates
frontal illumination, negative denotes side illuminations,
and zero indicates that no flashes were applied. In general,
our experience suggests this lighting model, while developed using CMU-PIE for training, works well for the indoor and outdoor face images tested here. How far it can be
pushed is an open question. For example, illumination tends
to vary slowly across the face and resolution is probably not
a major concern, although clearly below some critical size,
perhaps 32 pixels across the face, the results will degrade.
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Figure 1. Example of lighting estimation: left (-0.240), middle (0.237), right (0.068)

4.2. A Strong Edge and Motion Compensated Focus
Measure
As described in [3, 5], edge density measures the average magnitude of the gradient over the face of a person. The
theory is that when images are in focus the average gradient magnitude will be higher than when the image is out of
focus. This method has been shown to perform well at estimating the relative focus of images when those images are
nearly identical except for focus [10]. This problem comes
up when automatically focusing a camera on an object of
interest. When images are taken under different conditions
and of different people, it has been found that this measure
is poorly correlated with focus and tends to respond to other
artifacts of the images that introduce edges and gradients to
the face region such as bangs and facial hair, direction of
lighting, and shadows [3]. As discussed earlier, this measure seems to respond more to lighting than it does focus.
Here we introduce a new measure that corrects for this
deficiency called the Strong Edge and Motion Compensated
(SEMC) focus measure. This new measure corrects this
problem by instead computing focus based on the strongest
edges in the face region. In theory the strongest edges in the
face region will correspond to a transition from one of the
darkest areas of the face to one of the brightest areas of the
face. If the image is in focus, this transition will be made in
the span of one or two pixels and therefore results in a high
gradient value. Alternatively if the image is out of focus, the
transition will be much slower, taking many pixels and will
therefore produce much smaller gradient values. In order
to capture the strongest edges, focus should be measured
based on the largest gradient values in the region instead of
the mean gradient value as measured by edge density.
Experiments on the FRVT 2006 dataset found that a focus measure based on the maximum gradient in the face region was highly correlated with the camera focus of the image; however many indoor images that were rated as blurry
by humans were missed by this measure because of motion
blur. In those cases the strongest edges in the image followed the direction of the camera motion and therefore still
received a high score from the maximum gradient measure.
To adjust the measure for motion blur, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is computed on the directional gradient of the image where the eigenvector corresponding to the

smallest eigenvector indicates the direction of the smoothest
gradients and therefore the motion blur. The gradient vectors are then projected onto that eigenvector to estimate the
gradients in the smoothest direction. If there is no motion
blur this projection has little effect. Of these gradients, the
value at the 97.5% quantile was selected as the measure of
focus because the maximum values were often outliers and
not representative of the total image focus.
To be more specific, the face regions for both edge density and SEMC are normalized to have a mean value of 0.0
and a standard deviation of 1.0. Edge density is then computed as:
FED =

M X
N q
X

2
dx2i,j + dyi,j

(6)

i=1 j=1

Edge density is therefore the sum of the edge magnitudes
over the M ×N face region, where the image derivatives dx
and dy at pixel (i, j) are computed using the Sobel operator.
SEMC is computed by first building a 2 × M N data matrix X where each column contains the x and y components
of the gradient for a single pixel.


dx1,1 dx1,2 · · · dxM,N −1 dxM,N
X=
(7)
dy1,1 dy1,2 · · · dyM,N −1 dyM,N
Applying PCA on this matrix, the eigenvectors indicate the
direction of the motion blur (if there is any). Projecting on
to the smallest eigenvector v yields a list of gradients projected on the smoothest direction. This list is sorted and the
value at the 97.5% quantile is selected as the focus measure:
FSEM C = sort(v > X)[0.975M N ]

(8)

To test the new focus measure, the indoor uncontrolled
and the outdoor FRVT 2006 images were partitioned manually into Blurry Uncontrolled (BU), Focused Uncontrolled
(FU), Blurry Outdoor Even Lighting (BOE), Focused Outdoor Even Lighting (FOE), Blurry Outdoor Strong Lighting
(BOS), Focused Outdoor Strong Lighting (FOS). Both measures were run on all the images in the dataset, and the distribution of the resulting scores are shown in the box plots
in Figure 2. This experiment shows that edge density is a
poor predictor of focus and shows that it also produces high
responses to strongly lit outdoor images regardless of focus. SEMC on the other hand correlates nicely with human
perception of focus and shows little effect from lighting.

4.3. Comparing GLMMs to Assess Importance
The conjectures posed in Section 2 mostly involve statements about the relative value of one factor (covariate) versus another. It is possible to approach such questions with
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Figure 2. Comparison of edge density and SEMC focus measures.
Red indicates partitions manually annotated as blurry while the
green partitions were judged to be in focus. Blue indicates controlled lighting images, which are essentially all in focus. The
bottom plot shows the number of images in each partition. Images annotated as blurry account for 10% of the uncontrolled and
outdoor images.

a single statistical model including all significant covariates and their significant interactions. Indeed, the statements about the importance of edge density by Beveridge
et al. [3, 5] does just that. However, one drawback of this
approach is that, for the sample sizes relevant here, most if
not all of the proposed covariates and their interactions may
turn out to be significant and hence warrant inclusion in the
GLMM. The combinatorics of model selection quickly surpass one’s ability to make sense of the results.
Another problem with that approach is its intent. With
the GLMM approach, one obtains (for a given set of covariates) estimated probabilities of verification. The relative
performance of models (and hence the comparative value of
predictors in two competing models) is not necessarily directly related to the estimates of verification probabilities or
model parameters. Instead, it is related to the proportion of
the total variability in the data explained by each model.
A natural way to quantify that criterion is to ask how
many cases each model predicts correctly. Note that each
GLMM may be viewed as a mapping from the space of covariates to a predicted probability of successful verification
at a specific false accept rate. Moreover, the prediction is
relative to specific match pairs. For the FRVT 2006 anal-

ysis, the match pairs consist of a highly controlled target
image and a less controlled query image taken either in a
hallway or outdoors.
Thus, it is possible to test how well each GLMM predicts the actual outcomes, i.e. success or failure for each
match pair. Specifically, the probability of verification may
be thresholded in order to create a binary classifier: predict
successful verification if the probability of success is above
a threshold τ . In one sense, this does an injustice to the
model in terms of absolute quality, because it throws away
the fine gradations in predicted probabilities of verification.
However, as a means of making relative comparisons between the predictive power of alternative covariates in the
context of a larger statistical model, it works well. Indeed,
as the threshold τ is varied, it is possible to create a standard
ROC plot with one curve per GLMM.
Each of the four conjectures in Section 2 will be tested
by assessing the relative predictive power of a carefully chosen set of candidate models. Let us illustrate with the first
Conjecture in Section 2, namely that lighting subsumes setting. To test this conjecture, four distinct GLMMs may be
created. They are:
1 A baseline GLMM without either lighting or setting.
2 Baseline plus an effect for lighting.
3 Baseline plus an effect for setting.
4 Baseline plus effects for lighting and setting.
By comparing the performance of these four models, we
can assess the relative importance of lighting and setting. A
set of four ROC curves compares the models. When interpreting these ROC plots, it is important to remember that
they are measuring the predictive power of alternative models for predicting whether verification succeeds or fails; the
ROC plots are NOT reporting the False Accept Rate and
False Failure Rate of the actual face recognition algorithms.

5. Findings
In [3, 5] we present a GLMM using results from three top
performing FRVT 2006 algorithms, with [3] using a single
algorithm based upon combined similarity scores and [5] investigating individual algorithms. Since algorithm response
to edge density is similar, here we use the fusion algorithm
and GLMM presented in [3]. From this GLMM we remove
all effects associated with edge density2 and setting. The resulting model still includes other covariates including gender, race, size of the face and whether the person was wearing glasses in the uncontrolled image.
Next we add back into this baseline GLMM main effects
for covariates in the pattern described above in order to test
each of the four conjectures presented in Section 2. The
2 In
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[3] the edge density covariate was often described as FRIFM.
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Figure 3. This figure shows ROC plots comparing the relative predictive power of alternative GLMMs which include combinations of
covariates. Experiments 1 through 4 correspond to the conjectures 1 through 4 in Section 2. In the Experiment 2 plot the Lighting Only
and Lighting+Edge Density lie on top of one another.

ROC plots for each associated experiment are presented in
Figure 3. The findings are as follows.

5.1. Experiment 1: Lighting and Setting
Our conjecture, prior to running this experiment, was
that lighting would subsume setting in the sense that whatever makes recognition more difficult outdoors would be entirely captured by our new lighting measure. The ROC presented in Figure 3 supports this conjecture. Note the order,
from lowest to highest equal error rate is: Lighting+Setting,
Lighting Only, Setting Only and Baseline. The primary result seen here is that models that use the lighting variable
are superior to those that do not. There is a small but notable distinction between the Lighting+Setting model and

the Lighting Only Model, indicating that lighting may not
capture 100% of the complex amalgam of factors that inherently differ between settings. Nevertheless, it is remarkable
how fully the relationship between setting and performance
can be explained solely by our lighting measure.

5.2. Experiment 2: Lighting and Edge Density
Our conjecture was that lighting would subsume edge
density. The ROC presented in Figure 3 fully supports this
conjecture. Note the ROC curves for the Lighting Only and
Lighting+Edge Density GLMMs are nearly identical, and
in the plot one sees the Lighting+Edge Density curve nearly
completely covering the Lighting Only curve. Both curves
also have a lower equal error rate than the Edge Density
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Only curve. At least in this experiment, there appears to
be no additional predictive value associated with knowing
edge density once a good lighting estimate is available.

5.3. Experiment 3: Focus and Edge Density
Our conjecture was that a good measure of whether the
face is in focus would better predict failure than edge density. The ROC presented in Figure 3 suggests this is not the
case. Note the order, from lowest to highest equal error rate
is: Focus+Edge Density, Edge Density Only, Focus Only
and Baseline. In short, edge density as a measurable property of the query face images is doing a slightly better job
of predicting recognition failure then is the newly proposed
focus measure. Also, since performance is slightly better
when both variables are used, it appears that each variable
is providing some independent information. Our results are
consistent with the possibility that focus itself is not a major
contributing factor to verification failure.

5.4. Experiment 4: Lighting and Focus
Our initial conjecture, based upon the fact that focus
and lighting are operationally distinct, was that predictions
based upon the two together would be better then either
alone. As shown in Figure 3, the result does not support this
conjecture. Instead, the two curves with lowest equal error rate are for Lighting Only and Lighting+Focus; the two
curves lie nearly on top of each other. Further, the error rate
for the Focus Only GLMM is much higher. Two things are
apparent from this result. First, the newly proposed lighting
model is doing a good job of predicting when verification
will fail. In fact, the information is good enough that the
introduction of the focus measure adds nothing. Second, in
order to make sense of the lack of improvement when focus
is added, we must again entertain the notion that focus is
unrelated to verification failure.
One might ask whether a focus effect is being masked by
lighting. Theoretically, the effect of focus on performance
might depend on the nature of the lighting, with the average
effect across the lighting range being close to zero. To test
this, we fit a fifth model that included both predictors plus
their interaction. The result still showed no evidence that
focus mattered. The same strategy was also used in Experiment 2, again yielding a negative finding.

5.5. Summarizing Effects
Beveridge et al. [3] reported effects in terms of estimated
probability of verification associated with individual covariates and combinations of covariates. Here we do the same
for the main effects of Lighting, SEMC and edge density.
These effects are reported for the models developed for Experiments 2, 3 and 4. They are summarized in Figure 4.
The vertical axis indicates the estimated probability that

verification will succeed. For SEMC Focus and Edge Density, the horizontal axis represents standardized covariate
values, where standardization in this context means the
original values have been scaled and shifted to have a sample mean of 0 and a sample standard deviation of 1. The
horizontal axis for Lighting is units associated with the illumination model, and may be interpreted as follows: 0.05
indicates frontal lighting, −0.05 indicates modest side lighting, −0.10 indicates notable side lighting, and −0.18 indicates very strong side lighting. These three covariates were
included in GLMMs for multiple experiments, and so the
main effects for distinct experiments are shown. When reporting probability of verification estimates, all other covariates in the GLMM are set to baseline (default) values.
Lighting has a very strong effect. Estimated probability
of verification for frontal lighted images is around 0.95 and
drops down to roughly 0.65 for the images where side lighting is most pronounced. The effect is nearly identical for the
Lighting+Edge Density (Exp2) and Lighting+Focus (Exp3)
GLMMs. By any standard, this is a large main effect.
The SEMC Focus and Edge Density main effects viewed
together tell an interesting story. First recall that Experiment 3 uses a GLMM including both SEMC Focus and
Edge Density, and does not include Lighting. Consequently,
a main effect associated with Experiment 3 is shown for
both SEMC Focus and Edge Density. Moreover, larger values of SEMC Focus are associated with increased probability of verification. This is consistent with common expectation; recognition is easier when query images have better
focus. In contrast, increased Edge Density in Experiment 3
is associated with decreased probability of verification.
However, the main effect for SEMC Focus and Edge
Density essentially disappears when each is paired with
Lighting (Experiments 4 and 2), providing further evidence
that Lighting is a highly predictive covariate which, when
added to a GLMM, subsumes much of what is otherwise
attributed to SEMC Focus and Edge Density.

6. Conclusions
Prior work showed that face recognition on uncontrolled
images remains challenging and that high edge density in
images predicts failure. Here we introduce a new model
for measuring illumination direction in images and show
that side lighting strongly degrades algorithm performance.
The new lighting measure subsumes and explains in physical terms the previously reported edge density effect. More
generally, we show that lighting remains a problem for
state-of-the-art algorithms, circa FRVT 2006, and lighting
direction can be viewed as an important quality measure
that predicts face recognition performance.
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Figure 4. Main effects for lighting, focus and edge density for experiments where GLMM includes each covariate.
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